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ABSTRACT 

High cabin noise levels in UAM vehicles could affect passenger comfort and thus passenger 

acceptance of this class of aircraft. As windshields will likely comprise a large percentage of the 

surface area of a UAM aircraft fuselage, the objective of this work was to explore the feasibility 

of a noise reduction concept that utilizes the windshield area. The concept aims to increase interior 

absorption at targeted frequencies by assuming that a honeycomb-like array of interior facing 

acoustic resonators are embedded within multiple transparent layers that make up the front and 

side windshields. The vehicle considered was based on the NASA RVLT Lift+Cruise UAM 

concept, which has 7.2 m2 of front- and side-facing windshields. Statistical Energy Analysis was 

used to evaluate the noise reduction attributed to the inclusion of various resonator configurations. 

The predicted noise reduction was dependent on the resonator geometry, the quantity of resonators 

included, and the assumed baseline interior cabin absorption. Results from a variety of resonator 

configurations are shown and discussed. The optical feasibility of the concept is not discussed in 

this work. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

A large percentage of the fuselage of many vehicles developed for the Urban Air Mobility (UAM) 

market is comprised of front- and side-facing windshields. While there are many noise treatment 

options available for aircraft fuselages, few options are available to treat cabin noise that exploit 

the large windshield surface area. As a result, a noise treatment was studied that could be embedded 

within the windshields to increase the noise reduction in the vehicle cabin. 

 The rotors used to provide lift for UAM concept vehicles like the NASA RVLT Lift+Cruise 

reference aircraft are expected to produce tonal noise in frequency bands near the blade pass 

frequency (BPF) of 40 Hz.1 A low profile hexagonal array of cavities allows for resonator cavity 

volumes to be sized to absorb noise in frequency bands relevant to these vehicles. The embedded 

windshield resonators reduce cabin noise by increasing the absorption area of the windshield, 

thereby providing a noise treatment that takes advantage of the windshield’s large surface area. 

Another unique benefit of this concept is that it can provide sound absorption without a substantial 

increase in structure mass or windshield thickness – which ranges from 0.1″ to 0.375″ in 

helicopters and general aviation aircraft. The optical viability of such a concept is not considered 
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here, but rather the goal of this paper is to motivate further research to develop this concept as a 

viable noise treatment. 

 Resonators have been used with the intention to improve acoustics since antiquity; an 

interesting example is in the design of the ancient theater of Lyttus in Crete, which contained 13 

“acoustic vases” that were Helmholtz resonators.2,3 From the middle ages and early modern period, 

over 50 churches have been identified that contain vases, or resonators, the purpose of which is 

most probably acoustic.3 More recently, Kuntz et al.4 investigated the benefits of embedding 

acoustic resonators in the sidewalls of an aircraft cabin to increase the sidewall transmission loss 

at the propfan BPFs. Lane et al.5 investigated a method to damp low-frequency resonant noise 

using resonators, called chamber cores, which were incorporated into the sandwich structure of the 

fairing walls of a launch vehicle. Allen et al.6 investigated adding foam treatments to structurally 

integrated resonators in a corrugated-core sandwich structure representative of an aircraft fuselage 

and found that inclusion of fuselage integrated resonators can supplement interior noise control at 

lower frequencies, but will have little additional effect if the preexisting interior treatment is 

adequate. The literature shows that resonators can be effective in damping noise at certain 

frequencies, which is important for applications consisting of largely tonal noise, such as the noise 

generated at harmonics of a propeller’s BPF. 

 In this paper, a resonator concept suitable for incorporation into a thin windshield will be 

presented, including a physical description and the mechanism that provides additional noise 

reduction in the cabin interior. Then, the Statistical Energy Analysis (SEA) tool that was created 

to estimate the benefits of this concept will be presented using a model of the NASA RVLT 

Lift+Cruise reference vehicle.1 Finally, the additional noise reduction due to the inclusion of 

embedded resonators will be discussed. 

2 CONCEPT  

Aircraft windshields are commonly fabricated with a layering process forming laminate plies of 

polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) or other materials to satisfy design requirements related to 

visibility, impact resistance, structural integrity, and other criteria. This laminated design allows 

for inclusion of air cavities of desired geometry that can be used as resonant absorbers. Creating a 

honeycomb-like pattern between the laminate plies allows for an efficient arrangement of the 

resonators. While the proposed concept is hexagonal in nature, the available geometrical variations 

are numerous and allow for tailoring of the geometry to address the absorption performance of the 

coupled acoustic space within specific frequency ranges and windshield locations. Embedding 

cavities in the windshield will introduce optical scattering effects, and thus it is vital to consider 

visibility requirements when designing the resonator arrangement and geometry. The focus of this 

study is to assess the potential benefit of the concept in terms of noise reduction within certain 

frequency bands relevant to the small flying vehicle considered. The impact of the concept on pilot 

visibility will require additional assessments if its viability for noise control warrants such 

investigations. 

 The resonator consists of a hexagonal cavity with an inlet hole that faces the cabin interior, 

as shown in Fig. 1. Two resonator concepts were designed, herein referred to as type 1 and type 2 

resonators. The geometric parameters of both types are presented in Table 1 and the corresponding 

dimensions are presented in Fig. 2. The resonator geometries differ only in the cavity hexagonal 

radius; type 1 resonators have a hexagonal radius of 40 mm whereas type 2 resonators have a 

hexagonal radius of 60 mm. The larger cavity of the type 2 resonator provides a larger reactance 

at lower frequencies, as will be shown later. The total thickness of both resonator types is 15 mm 

with a cavity depth of 7 mm. The inner and outer windshield layer thicknesses for this study are 3 
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and 5 mm, respectively. While the proposed windshield is thicker than a typical helicopter 

windshield, the concept can be designed to have an equivalent area density due to the cavities. 

 To analyze the benefits of the proposed treatment, it is necessary to estimate the absorption 

area of the resonator array. The normal incidence absorption area, Aa, of each resonator is 

calculated using the following relationship:7 
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in which ρ0 is the air density, c0 is the air sound speed, A is the resonator inlet area, zin is the 

specific input impedance of the resonator, and zrad is the specific radiation impedance due to the 

inlet-coupled half space. The specific radiation impedance is calculated using the baffled piston 

representation as8 
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in which k is acoustic wavenumber and a is the resonator inlet radius. The radiation reactance is 
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with all higher-order terms not shown in Eqs. (3) and (4) ignored. Calculation of the resonator 

input impedance is provided below. 

 The resonator geometries are similar to Helmholtz cavities (see Fig. 3a) and an electrical 

impedance analogy can be made by modeling an acoustic compliance in series with an acoustic 

mass representing the thin slug of air near the neck (see Fig. 3b). The input impedance for this 

lumped element case could be modeled as9 
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in which ω is the angular frequency, 𝑀𝐴 = 𝜌0𝑙/𝐴 is the acoustic mass, with 𝑙 being the inlet length, 

and 𝐶𝐴 = 𝑉/𝜌0𝑐0
2 is the acoustic capacitance, with 𝑉 being the resonator volume. This electrical 

analogy is shown in Fig. 3, along with the acoustic pressure, U. Often, the input impedance of a 

Table 1: Geometric parameters of type 1 and type 2 

resonators. 

Parameter Type 1 

(mm) 

Type 2 

(mm) 

Interior plate hole radius 3 3 

Inner windshield 

thickness 

3 3 

Outer windshield 

thickness 

5 5 

Vertical wall thickness 5 5 

Cavity Thickness 7 7 

Cavity hexagonal radius 40 60 

Total thickness 15 15 

  
 

Figure 1: CAD model of an embedded resonator. 
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resonator is modeled using this lumped element approach. However, when the hexagonal radius 

of the resonator increases, internal cavity modes influence the compliance of the resonator and the 

lumped element approximation given above no longer holds.  

 Because of the effects mentioned above, the resonator input impedance is modeled using a 

commercial finite element (FE) solver10 instead of the closed-form approximation in Eq. (5). In 

the FE model, the resonator inlet is connected to a normal incidence tube (NIT) of equivalent 

diameter, which simulates a typical impedance tube experimental setup used to determine the 

unknown impedance at the tube termination. The results of the FE model provided the acoustic 

impedance at the top of the NIT and the terminating impedance of the NIT was calculated as11 
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in which Za,i is the acoustic impedance at the NIT inlet, k is the acoustic wavenumber, and L is the 

length of the NIT. Because the terminating impedance of the NIT, Za,t, is the input impedance of 

the resonator at the inlet, the specific input impedance of the resonator, zin, can be calculated as 

 , .in a tz Z A   (7) 

The FE model provides a linear harmonic solution to the Helmholtz equation; that is, the model 

accounts for the multimodal contributions of the air volume and the mass effects of the air in the 

resonator neck. Damping was not included in the model, but was subsequently included as an 

additional frequency independent acoustic resistance of 5 MKS rayls based on experimental data 

obtained from resonant absorbers with similar inlet geometries.6 Figure 4 shows the calculated 

reactances of the type 1 resonator in blue and the type 2 resonator in orange. Note that the type 1 

resonator has zero reactance at ~830 Hz and thus provides the most acoustic absorption at this 

frequency. The type 2 resonator has a near zero reactance from ~400 to ~700 Hz and provides a 

more broadband acoustic absorption than the type 1 resonator, as will be shown later. 

 The aircraft windshields are embedded with a number of resonators, Nr, which is determined 

using a ratio of the windshield surface area, Sws, to the surface area covered by a resonator, Sres: 

 

Figure 2: Geometrical parameters of the resonator concept. 

 
 

(a) 

 
 

(b) 

Figure 3: Electrical impedance analogy for a resonator. 
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The surface area ratio is multiplied by 90% 

to account for pattern truncations near the 

edges of the windshield. The absorption 

areas of the included resonators are summed 

with the cabin interior absorption area and 

converted to a damping loss factor, which 

will be used in the SEA framework 

presented in Section 3. 

3 SIMULATION & RESULTS 

In this section, the assumptions used while 

developing the SEA model will be 

described, and then the noise reduction 

attributed to the addition of varied assortments of acoustic resonators will be presented. 

3.1 Simulation Model 

SEA was used to analyze the benefits of the proposed concept using an SEA model that was based 

on the NASA RVLT Lift+Cruise reference aircraft,1 shown in Fig. 5. The aircraft fuselage and 

windshields were modeled as a series of flat plates joined along their perimeters that, when 

assembled in this manner, enclosed an interior acoustic volume representative of the cabin. The 

arrangement of the subsystems is shown in Figs. 6 & 7. Figure 6 shows the damping loss factors 

of the various subsystems, the coupling loss factors between the acoustic volumes and the panels, 

and the coupling loss factor between the acoustic volumes. Figure 7 shows the coupling loss factors 

between the fuselage and the three windshields. The fuselage was loaded by diffuse field excitation 

of a 258 m3 exterior acoustic volume excited with a frequency independent input power of 1 W. 

 The dimensions of the fuselage plate, windshields, and interior volume were estimated based 

on an OpenVSP model of the reference aircraft (see Fig. 5). The fuselage was modeled as a 2 mm 

thick flat sheet of Aluminum (E = 70 GPa, ν = 0.33, G = 26 GPa, ρAl = 2700 kg/m3) with a surface 

area of 23 m2. The area density of the fuselage was doubled to account for the frame, bulkheads, 

 

Figure 4: Reactance of type 1 and type 2 resonators. 

 

Figure 5: CAD rendering of the NASA Lift+Cruise UAM representative aircraft. 
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stringers or longerons, interior trim, and general system mass. Baseline or untreated windshields 

were modeled as 11.25 mm thick sheets of PMMA (E = 2.45 GPa, ν = 0.375, G = 1.7 GPa, 

ρpmma = 1185 kg/m3), which has an effective area density of 13.3 kg/m2. The treated windshields 

were modeled as 15 mm thick sheets of PMMA with an equivalent area density of 13.3 kg/m2 to 

account for the resonator cavities. The front windshield and side windshields were designated 

surface areas of 4 m2 and 1.6 m2, respectively, based on the OpenVSP model. The type 1 resonator 

had a surface area of 4.15×10-3 m2 and the treated front windshield contained 866 resonators while 

the side windshields each contained 346 resonators. The type 2 resonator had a larger surface area 

of 9.35×10-3 m2, therefore the front windshield contained 384 resonators while the side 

windshields each contained 153 resonators. The interior acoustic volume, which represents the 

cabin, was modeled as air with a volume of 12 m3. 

 The SEA power balance equations of this structural-acoustic system require the coupling loss 

factors describing the mass law transmission from the exterior to the interior acoustic volume.12–14 

To calculate the mass law transmission coefficient without embedded resonators, a transmission 

coefficient for each panel was calculated. The diffuse field transmission coefficient for each panel 

can be calculated as15 
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in which 𝜙 is the angle of incidence of an incoming sound wave. The plane wave transmission 

coefficient, 𝜏(𝜙), is calculated as 
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Figure 6: SEA subsystem damping loss factors and coupling loss factors between the acoustic volumes and the 

panels. 

 

Figure 7: Plate to plate coupling loss factors between the fuselage and the three windshields. 
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in which 0 0 / cosradz c   is the assumed specific radiation impedance at the surface of the 

fuselage or windshields and the panel impedance of the fuselage or windshields is approximated 

as p sz j m , in which ms denotes the area density of the plate. 

 With embedded resonators, the plane wave transmission coefficient can be calculated as16 
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in which zt is the total specific impedance of the radiating surface consisting of the partition and 

the resonator inlet openings. The specific radiation and resonator impedances are assumed to be a 

parallel acoustic circuit, and can be summed as such to calculate the total specific impedance as 
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in which inz  is the specific input impedance of the resonator from Eq. (7) and the ratio of the 

resonator inlet areas to the panel surface area is given by 

 ,rN A

S
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in which S is the panel surface area. 

 The individual transmission coefficients of each panel (fuselage and windshields) are 

multiplied by their percentage of the total surface area and summed together, resulting in the mass 

law transmission coefficient from the exterior acoustic volume to the cabin interior. Using the 

weighted transmission coefficients, it is straightforward to calculate the coupling loss factors 

between the exterior and cabin interior.17 

 The cabin interior reverberation time was assumed to be 0.5 sec, which was used to calculate 

the cabin’s absorption area and damping loss factor. The damping loss factors of the fuselage and 

windshields are assumed to be 1% and the coupling loss factors between the acoustic volumes 

(exterior and interior) and each panel are calculated using the radiation resistance between each 

volume and panel.18,19 A 1 W power input was applied to an exterior acoustic volume and the mean 

square sound pressure within the cabin interior was determined using the aforementioned model. 

The additional noise reduction (NR) due to the embedded resonators is calculated as 
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in which 〈𝑝2〉 is the nominal mean square interior pressure and 〈𝑝2〉
𝑟𝑒𝑠

 is the mean square interior 

pressure with embedded resonators, both of which are band limited within 1/3 octave bands for 

the additional NR calculation. 

3.2 Results 

Results of various scenarios to evaluate the resonator concepts will now be presented and 

discussed. The following analyses will be limited to 1/3 octave bands below 1250 Hz because the 

half flexural wavelength of the PMMA material approaches the effective diameter of the type 1 

resonator at around this frequency. Thus, the windshield model, which assumes a homogeneous 

plate, is not representative above this frequency. Note that of the subsystems included in the SEA 

model, the side windshields contain the fewest number of modes, ~9 in the 250 Hz 1/3 octave 

band, while the interior acoustic volume contains ~14 modes in this band. 
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 Shown in Fig. 8 is the additional NR due to embedded type 1 resonators in the side 

windshields (blue), the front windshield (orange), and all windshields (green). Treating all 

windshields with type 1 resonators results in a maximum additional NR of 2.9 dB in the 800 Hz 

1/3 octave band. Treating a larger surface area (i.e. treating all windshields) results in the highest 

reduction in noise. 

 Figure 9 presents the additional NR due to the inclusion of type 2 resonators in the side 

windshields (blue), the front windshield (orange), and all windshields (green). The maximum 

additional NR for type 2 resonators is 3.4 dB in the 400 Hz 1/3 octave band. The cavity size of the 

type 2 resonator is larger than that of the type 1 resonator, and thus targets a lower frequency, as 

mentioned previously. Once again, it is evident that treating a larger surface area results in a larger 

additional NR. In this case, fewer type 2 resonators are used due to the larger surface area. 

Regardless, the maximum additional NR is higher than the scenarios presented in Fig. 8. 

 Figure 10 shows the additional NR of four scenarios with a mixture of type 1 and type 2 

resonators embedded in the front and side facing windshields. In blue, the front windshield was 

treated with type 2 resonators and the side windshields were treated with type 1 resonators. 

Conversely, in orange, the front windshield was treated with type 1 resonators, while the side 

 

Figure 8: Noise reduction due to inclusion of 

type 1 resonators. 

 

Figure 9: Noise reduction due to inclusion of 

type 2 resonators. 

 

Figure 10: Noise reduction due to installation of a mixture of type 1 and type 2 resonators. 
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windshields were treated with type 2 resonators. In green, the front windshield was embedded with 

type 1 resonators, while the side windshields were embedded with a mixture of type 1 and type 2 

resonators. Due to the large surface area embedded with type 1 resonators, this configuration 

resulted in the highest additional NR of 2.6 dB in the 800 Hz 1/3 octave band, but resulted in the 

lowest additional NR in the lower octave bands. In red, the front windshield was treated with type 2 

resonators with type 1 resonators embedded in one of the side windshields and type 2 resonators 

in the other. This configuration resulted in a maximum additional NR of 2.9 dB in the 400 Hz 

1/3 octave band as well as the highest additional NR in the 500 and 630 Hz 1/3 octave bands, and 

the lowest additional NR in the 800 Hz 1/3 octave band. 

4 CONCLUSION 

This paper presented a preliminary investigation into the additional noise reduction that embedded 

windshield resonators could provide in the cabin of a UAM concept vehicle. Two hexagonal 

concepts were evaluated; one had an internal hex radius of 40 mm while the other had an internal 

hex radius of 60 mm. 

 SEA was used to calculate the additional noise reduction of the embedded resonators 

compared to the noise reduction of the untreated windshield. The model considered was an aircraft 

fuselage with a cabin volume of 12 m3 and an exterior surface area of 30.2 m2, 24% of which 

consisted of windshields. The fuselage subsystems in the SEA model were assumed to be flat 

plates. The exterior acoustic volume was excited with a diffuse field with an input power of 1 W 

for the purposes of generating an interior acoustic response. The model was assumed to be 

appropriate for a frequency range of 400 to 1000 Hz 1/3 octave bands. The SEA calculations 

confirmed that the larger resonator targeted lower frequencies (~400 to ~700 Hz) while the smaller 

resonator targeted higher frequencies (~830 Hz). Inclusion of larger resonators in the front and 

side windshields resulted in a maximum additional noise reduction of 3.4 dB in the 400 Hz 1/3 

octave band while inclusion of smaller resonators resulted in a maximum additional noise 

reduction of 2.9 dB in the 800 Hz 1/3 octave band. Note that fewer of the large resonators could 

be incorporated into a windshield than the smaller resonators due to the larger surface area 

coverage; despite this, the results showed a larger maximum additional noise reduction when using 

the larger resonators. Using a mixture of the two resonator types could provide additional noise 

reduction across a broader range of frequencies, albeit at a lower level than using only one type of 

resonators. As a result, it may be desired to design a resonator to target the operating BPF of an 

aircraft. 

 There are benefits to this concept that warrant further research. For one, the concept does not 

require structural modification to the aircraft aside from the windshield. Additionally, a windshield 

embedded with resonator cavities could be designed to have an equivalent weight to a nominal 

windshield – which provides an additional noise treatment without an increase in mass. This is a 

primary benefit over most noise treatment options. A limitation of this design is obviously 

potentially reduced vision. Further investigation is necessary to design a package that conforms to 

requirements related to crash worthiness, cost, bird strikes, and of course, visibility. 

 Future work could focus on different combinations of resonator geometries. Additionally, 

samples could be built for transmission loss testing in the NASA Langley’s Structural Acoustics 

Loads and Transmission (SALT) facility. As the introduction of resonator cavities within the 

multilayer windshields will introduce optical scattering effects, their impact on visibility 

requirements would also need to be considered. 
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